The 14th Quilt Nihon Exhibition: "Me And Sue And The Flower Garden" by Rie Miyoshi

Today we continue our selection of quilts recently displayed at the Spring Paducah 2019 show featured as part of The 14th Quilt Nihon Exhibition. The exhibit is described as:

"Organized by the Japan Handicraft Instructors' Association, the Quilt Nihon Exhibition is one of the most prestigious international quilt contests in Japan. The exhibit features 42 quilts from the "Innovative Traditional" category, which will later be exhibited at the Tokyo Metropolitan Museum of Art."

Please enjoy the thirty-eighth quilt from the exhibition by Rie Miyoshi.

Title of Quilt: Me And Sue And The Flower Garden

Quilter's Name: Rie Miyoshi

Dimensions: 78" x 65"

ME AND SUE AND THE FLOWER GARDEN
78"x65"
Rie Miyoshi

I collected all my favorite flowers and made a flower garden. There are even flowers from vegetable plants. Little Sue is helping in the garden. It is my garden, where a gentle breeze blows, the scent of flowers floats in the air, and I can hear Sue talking happily.